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New ReleasesAGM-Urania

Wulfing von Rohr & Kenneth Joseph Estrada

A Shaman Oracle 

Path of the Shaman refers to 
an inner attitude. It  requires 
a naturally attentive yet 
fully relaxed  opening for the 
wholeness of Life. Let us dive 
into this  spiritual way of being 
and let us start our personal 
Vision Quest, our finding and 
manifesting purpose.

40 Mythical Soul Images from the Indian Southwest

Item 1067030780
ISBN 978-303819-479-8
40 cards 70 x 110 mm
180-page full color booklet
spread sheet 43 x 50 cm

Author and artist convey in sensitive 
manner many aspects of the background 
and various  accesses to the Path of the 
Shaman - based on sound  mytho logical, 
spiritual and historic foundations. You find 
out more about the origin and meaning 
of the 40 symbols and images, you learn 
about  several  methods of laying out the 
cards and interpreting them. And you 
will read  about brief rituals and  practical 
exercises to  experience more of the power 
of these symbols.



Every life follows a certain rhythm, a cycle. Like nature we 
experience phases of weakness and phases of power; times of 
loss and times of fullness. The seasons follow a creation cycle, 
also day and night, as well as the phases of the moon. In our 
hectic, challenging daily life we often forget that we are a part 
of this nature.

The cards “Circles of Strength” are inspirations with which we 
can come closer to our own rhythm of life, and thereby our 
own truth. We may allow ourselves phases of weakness, and 
we may also celebrate our successes loudly and joyfully. 

The sensually designed inspiration 
cards are like modern,  powerful 
mandalas.

In the  comprehensive booklet,  
thought-provoking  impulses as 
well as  mindfulness, meditation 
and awareness  exercises deepen 
the inspirations of the cards.

Item 1067012814 
ISBN 978-3- 03819-480-4
40 cards 
95 x 138 mm
84-page full colour booklet
sturdy bottom-lid box

Available May 2020

Circles Circles 
of Strengthof Strength

New ReleasesaGM-URaNia
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New Releases aGM-URaNia

Prase
Composure ✧ Slowdown 

Anger and rage will only destroy yourself.

Prase offers you profound inner 
peace and helps you fi nding 

peacefull and conciliatory solutions. 

Its present: faith in life.

Item 1067012815
ISBN 978-3- 03819-481-1
33 cards 
95 x 138 mm
80-page full colour booklet
sturdy bottom-lid box

Available May 2020

Healing Stones
33 cards for 

HEALTH, VITAL ENERGY and POWER
Gemstones contain a specific energy which activate our natural healing 
powers and exert a positive influence on our bodies, minds and souls.
This 33 beautifully designed cards show the individual beauty and message 
of the most important healing stones.

The Healing Stone cards 
themselves could be used 
as a source of energy and 
as an inspiration regarding 
live issues.

Amber
Creativity ✧ Warmth

Reconect with your inner child! Amber 
will help you 

to achieve childlike openess,
happiness and joie 

de vivre.

The 80-page booklet 
provides detailed 
information about 
each stone and how 
to use the cards.

Aquamarine
Ease ✧ Clairvoyant

Your life needs new drive! 
Aquamarine gives you  

buoyancy and 
ease, paired with profundity. 
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New ReleasesaGM-URaNia

Item 1067012816 
ISBN 978-3- 03819-482-8

40 cards 
95 x 138 mm

76-page full colour booklet
sturdy bottom-lid box

Available June 2020

THE LITTLE YOGI inspires both young and old alike. 
His loving and soulful messages go straight to the heart. 

The inspirational cards give us wonderful moments of happiness: 
they warm our heart and help us focus on the essentials and 

strengthen ourselves. 

For each happy note, the detailed booklet offers thoughts for going deeper as well 
as appropriate exercises: mindfulness exercises, affirmations, little meditations, 

and yoga exercises give us additional practical impulses. 
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New Releases aGM-URaNia

The cards and the booklet stay unchanged. 
Hope you like it.

As the design of our Crowley Thoth tarot box 
no longer seems to be absolutely up to date 

we decided to change it 
for all language and all size editions. 
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AGM-Urania

The Premium Edition with the 
Brown Pebble Back

TAROT of A.E. Waite

The frontsides of the cards offer the same beautiful reprint of the colors of the historic 
cards as the blue edition. The back of the cards shows the famous brown pebble back 
that was the very backside of the first printing of the cards from A.E. Waite and Pamela 

Colman Smith in 1909.

This edition consists of a sturdy bottom lid box with a 
detailed instruction booklet of 96 pages with texts from Rachel Pollack

in three different card sizes:

Deluxe = 99 x 169 mm
StanDarD = 70 x 120 mm

Pocket = 57 x 89 mm

Available language editions:

Deluxe = English - Spanish
StanDarD = English - French - Spanish - Portuguese

Pocket = English - Spanish - Portuguese
any other language on demand

The HIEROPHANT
KING of SWORDSThe MOON

Backside of the cards 

(Not available in the USA, Canada and the UK.)

Waite Tarot
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Waite TarotAGM-Urania

The HIEROPHANT
KING of SWORDSThe MOON

The Blue Edition with the Rosy Cross
TAROT of A.E. Waite

This bestselling edition has been published for more than 20 years now (since 1993) in 
Germany and Switzerland. It has been highly acclaimed for the unsurpassed reprint of the 

colors of the historic cards of Arthur E. Waite and Pamela Colman Smith.

The blue backside and a beautiful rosy-cross refer to the membership of A.E. Waite and 
Pamela Colman Smith in the rosicrucian order of the “Golden Dawn”. 

This edition consists of a folding tuckbox with an 
instruction booklet of  32 pages with texts from Rachel Pollack 

in three different card sizes:

Available language editions:

StanDarD = English - Spanish - Portuguese
Pocket = English - Spanish - Portuguese

Mini = English
any other language on demand

Backside of the cards 

(Not available in the USA, Canada and the UK.)

StanDarD = 70 x 120 mm
Pocket = 57 x 89 mm

Mini = 44 x 74 mm
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New Decks byaGM-URaNia

Ethereal Visions Tarot 
In creating Ethereal Visions Tarot Matt Hughes has 
drawn inspiration from the Art Nouveau movement, 
adopting its distinctive style and meticulous approach to 
craftsmanship. The artist has also created two additional 
cards to supplement the traditional Major Arcana. 
Every detailed image in the 80-card deck is hand drawn 
and colored. Each card is illuminated with gold foil 
stamping, to elegant effect.

Item 1067015281
ISBN  978-1-57281-925-2

80 cards 
82 x 133 mm

Crow Tarot  Paying homage to the mystical energy of crows  and ravens, 
Crow Tarot invites us to fly through the veil and connect with 
our intuitive powers. This artfully created 78-card deck is 
infused with the familiar symbolism of the traditional Rider-
Waite® Tarot, making it ideal for both beginners and professional 
readers. The 88-page guidebook presents upright and reversed 
meanings and includes a custom Crow Tarot Spread. 

Item 1067015273
ISBN 978-1-57281-961-0 
78 cards 
79 x 127 mm
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New Decks byaGM-URaNia

Tarot Grand Luxe
Popular digital artist Ciro Marchetti has crafted the 
evocative Tarot Grand Luxe out of his own creative 
imaginings. Based primarily on the Rider-Waite-Smith™ 
tarot system, the lavish details in Tarot Grand Luxe also 
incorporate references to the Tarot de Marseilles, as well 
as other historic symbols and archetypes. In the 56-page 
illustrated booklet, Ciro briefly describes the ideas and 
personal perspectives that inspired each card. 

Item 1067015280
ISBN  978-1-57281-974-0

78 cards 
76 x 127 mm

Herbcrafter’s 
Tarot  This Tarot celebrates the handicrafts, tools, and time-honored 

folk skills related to herbs, trees, flowers and other plants that 
share their gifts with us. This deck and book set explores the 
relationship between herbs and how people use them for 
medicine, creativity, ritual, and spiritual guidance. It also 
considers herbs as archetypes and explores our partnership 
with the botanical realm. Herbcrafter’s Tarot is an engaging 
introduction to herbalism and plant spirit magic, and can be 
used as a profound divinatory tool. 

Item 1067015274
ISBN 978-1-57281-972-6  
78 cards 
70 x 133 mm
124-page book
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New Decks byaGM-URaNia

Urban Tarot 
Urban Tarot is a loving homage to the metropolis and all its 
diverse inhabitants. This stunning deck provides a map to your 
own inner city, a guide for the twenty-first century seeker of 
truth, insight, and magic living in the urban landscape. This 
unique vision of the tarot presents a set of ancient symbols, 
designed to help you see the miraculous in the modern and 
the mundane. The book includes personal commentary by the 
artist about the people and events who inspired Urban Tarot. 

Item 1067015276
ISBN  978-1-57281-925-2

80 cards 
82 x 133 mm

Tarot of the Golden Wheel
Inspired by the magic and wisdom of Russian fairy tales, Tarot 
of the Golden Wheel interprets traditional tarot through the 
prism of colorful Slavic folk culture. In this radiant deck the 
Golden Wheel, a sacred symbol of karma, the sun, and the 
infinite cycles of life conveys the Fool on his journey through 
the Major and Minor Arcana.

Item 1067015278
ISBN 978-1-57281-976-4
78 cards 
70 x 127 mm
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New Decks byaGM-URaNia

Oracle of Mystical Moments
Visionary collage artist Catrin Welz-Stein intermixes unexpected 
elements of nature and imagination, creating a sumptuous world 
where flower spirits and floating castles happily co-exist. Each of the 
52 oracle cards captures a magical moment full of delightful surprises 
and vintage charm. Powerful messages in the 44-page guidebook lead 
you into discoveries of insight that inspire new ways of looking at life.
Catrin Welz-Stein uses digital images to express her creativity and tell 
unique stories. Her artwork has an ethereal feel that explores the area 
between imagination and reality. 

Item 1067015266
ISBN 978-1-57281-920-7

52 cards 
70 x 127 mm

Raven Wands 
Oracle  

Inspired by Steven Hutton’s popular Dark Raven Chronicles 
Trilogy, Raven’s Wand Oracle draws insights from the tale of a 
mysterious black wand, brave young Kolfinnia, whose fate it is 
to save witchcraft, and the sage old witch Valonia who counsels 
that mind creates matter. Other witches you will meet in the 
Wildwood–coven include Rhia Winsome, who shares her 
creative energy, Ada Crabbe, the senior gardener, Oceana, and 
the dragon twins Hethra and Halla. Each member of the coven 
has important life lessons to offer. Through vivid artwork and 
heartfelt messages, Raven’s Wand Oracle invites you to explore 
the profound wisdom of witchcraft. 

Item 1067015275
ISBN 978-1-57281-951-1 
44 cards 
89 x 140 mm
60-page book
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New Decks byaGM-URaNia

Fairy Wisdom Oracle
Amy Brown’s Fairy Wisdom Oracle provides a bridge to the 
elemental realms, beyond the world we perceive with our 
senses. These spiritual dimensions are inhabited by charming 
fairies, angels, dragons, elves and other elemental guides, who 
interconnect with us for mutual development. Their job is to 
help us on our spiritual paths and protect us along the way. Use 
the enchanting cards in Fairy Wisdom Oracle to get acquainted 
with this welcoming community of fairies, who always have 
your best interests at heart. 

Item 1067015283
ISBN  978-1-57281-992-4 

64 cards 
89 x 127 mm

Hush Tarot Hush Tarot beckons readers to explore an alluring world where 
animal and human spirits are unified, and even the smallest 
creatures like ravens and hares have great significance. At times, 
they appear lost in the weeds but there is always a hidden clue 
guiding them to the way out. The fascinating characters and 
landscapes are illustrated with lush detail inspired by a 19th 
century aesthetic that explores natural forms in various states 
of life and decay. Hush Tarot offers a shift in perspective that 
reveals profound answers to life’s mysteries.

Item 1067015282
ISBN 978-1-57281-999-3 
78 cards 
76 x 114 mm
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TAROTBACKLIST

Aquarian Tarot

Item 1067015603
ISBN 978-0-913866-69-6
78 cards 
76 x 117 mm

First introduced in 1970, the compelling art deco imagery in this now-classic tarot deck brought medieval tarot 
symbolism into the modern Aquarian age. Aquarian Tarot has remained a bestseller throughout the four dec-
ades it has been in print and still resonates today with those seeking transformation. 

A.E. Waite Tarot Blue Edition

This edition consists of a folded tuckbox and a 32 page instrucion booklet. The frontside of the cards are the same 
like the Premium edition. The rosy-cross on the backside refer to the membership of A.E. Waite and P. Colman 
Smith in the rosy crucian order of the “Golden Dawn”.

Item 1067012577
ISBN 978-3-03819-473-6
78 cards, 44 x 74 mm
Item 1067012565
ISBN 978-3-03819-470-5
78 cards, 57 x 89 mm
Item 1067012555
ISBN 978-3-03819-467-5
78 cards, 70 x 120 mm

Mini

Pocket

Standard

A.E. Waite Tarot Premium
Item 1067012021
ISBN 978-3-03819-464-4
78 cards, 57 x 89 mm
Item 1067012001
ISBN 978-3-03819-460-6
78 cards, 70 x 120 mm
Item 1067012031
ISBN 978-3-03819-474-3
78 cards, 99 x 169 mm

The popular Tarot Cards of Arthur E.  Waite and Pamela Colman Smith. This edition consists of a sturdy bottom lid box with 
a detailed instruction booklet of 96 pages with texts from Rachel Pollack and Johannes Fiebig. The frontsides of the cards 
offer the a beautiful reprint of the colors of the historic cards. The back of the cards shows the famous brown  pebble back 
that was the very backside of the first printing of the cards from A.E. Waite and Pamela Colman Smith in 1909.

Pocket

Standard

Deluxe

1JJ Swiss Tarot

Item 1067012250
ISBN 978-3-03819-180-3
78 cards 
60 x 110 mm

The 1JJ Swiss Tarot is an older style of tarot deck. The cards are reprints of early woodcut designs, printed in 
black and coloured with blocks of red, blue, green and yellow.
Particularly clear and catchy motifs, therefore optimally suited for beginners.

 New Box Design -Same Content
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TAROTBACKLIST

Cary-Yale Visconti Tarot  

Item 1067015640
ISBN 978-0-88079-038-3
86 cards 
93 x 197 mm

This complete 86-card Cary-Yale Visconti Tarocchi deck includes facsimile reproductions of 67 extant 15th century 
cards, plus 19 cards recreated to replace missing cards from the original pack. The 24 court cards are of particular 
interest because they include both male and female knights and pages. 

Brotherhood of Light Egyptian Tarot

Item 1067015127
ISBN 978-1-57281-656-5
78 cards 
64 x 108 mm

The Brotherhood of Light Tarot deck integrates the symbolism of colors and geometric shapes. The back of the 
cards, inspired by the traditional “carpet pages” found in illuminated ancient manuscripts, features two mirrored 
images with core diamond shapes. 

Bianco Nero Tarot

Item 1067015277
ISBN 978-1-57281-830-9 
78 cards 
70 x 120 mm

Bianco Nero (Black & White) Tarot blends the classic iconography of Visconti Tarot with modern, hand-drawn ink 
illustrations inspired by antique engravings and woodcuts for a truly timeless look. Includes 64-page booklet with a 
custom Goals Spread.

Barbara Walker Tarot Tin

Item 1067015254
ISBN 978-1-57281-877-4
78 cards 
58 x 94 mm

Barbara Walker Tarot reflects a unique feminist perspective of tarot with religious and pagan symbols from 
around the world.  The Court Cards depict mythological gods and goddesses. 
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TAROTBACKLIST

Chrysalis Tarot

Item 1067015234
ISBN 978-1-57281-689-3
78 cards 
70 x 120 mm

Chrysalis Tarot opens up your psyche and illuminates your path toward personal destiny. Exquisitely drawn Other-
world characters and mythological archetypes guide you on your spiritual quest. Both the Major and Minor Arcana 
feature beautifully illustrated scenes that inspire reflection and stimulate your psychic intuition and imagination. 

Celestial Tarot

Item 1067015853
ISBN 978-1-57281-473-8
78 cards 
70 x 120 mm

Celestial Tarot is both a handbook of the heavens and an oracular guide to the inner life. The twenty-two cards of 
the Major Arcana are represented by the twelve zodiacal constellations and ten planets. Each minor suit represents 
one of the four astrological elements. 

Cat’s Eye Tarot

Item 1067015204
ISBN 978-1-57281-685-5
78 cards 
70 x 120 mm

Cats are pleasing to the eye, complex in their behaviors, and mysterious in their moods, providing a “purrfect” 
model for a visually evocative medium like the tarot. Every card in Cat’s Eye Tarot tells a story, illustrated from a 
feline point of view. 

Cat People Tarot

Item 1067015649
ISBN 0-88079-078-4
78 cards 
67 x 117 mm

A deck that combines science fiction and fantasy. A mystical rapport with cats is established in a distant place 
known as the “Outer Regions.”

18



TAROTBACKLIST

Crowley Set - Mirror of the Soul

Item 1067012392
ISBN 978-3-03819-116-2
78 cards, 70 x 110 mm
216-page full color book

Gerd B. Ziegler’s Tarot - Mirror of the Soul, first written in 1985, is the first ever handbook on the Crowley Tarot. It became 
a bestseller soon after its publication. It was translated into fourteen languages and is the most-read Tarot book worldwide. 
“The Tarot pictures mirror the images of our soul. The longer we look into this mirror, the more we discover about our-
selves and our life.” Gerd B. Ziegler

Cards & Book Set

Crowley Thoth Tarot

POCKET
Item 1067012581
ISBN 978-3-905219-06-7
78 cards 
57 x 89 mm

Immerse yourself in the symbolic wealth of the Aleister Crowley Tarot. The painter Frieda Harris was herself an 
Egyptologist and worked about 1200 symbols into the 78 cards! These cards are fascinating in the depth of thinking 
which they reveal.
The Thoth Tarot was created by the famous occultist Aleister Crowley (1875 - 1947). Lady Frieda Harris (1877 - 1962) 
painted the cards. Although Lady Harris knew little about Tarot and its symbolism, under the guidance of Crowley 
she transposed all subtilities of his ideas into her paintings.

Available in 3 different sizes & several language Editions (see page 44 to 52)
DELUXE
Item 1067012377
ISBN 978-3-905021-60-8
78 cards 
95 x 140 mm

STANDARD
Item 1067012370
ISBN 978-3-905021-25-7
78 cards 
70 x 110 mm

 New Box Design -Same Content

Cosmic Tarot
Item 1067012256
ISBN 978-3-905219-40-1
78 cards 
70 x 120 mm

The intention of the Cosmic Tarot is to make the old knowledge accessible and understandable to everyone by using 
as few secret symbols as possible. You can grasp the meaning without knowing the old secret doctrines of astrology, 
cabalistic numerology, and the tree of life.

Also available (see page 44-52) 
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TAROTBACKLIST

Dragon Tarot

Item 1067015659
ISBN 978-0-88079-148-9
78 cards 
70 x 111 mm

Dragon Tarot draws upon the rich imagery of dragons in all their historical and mythological sources. This radi-
ant deck brings together the magic and myth from cultures as diverse as ancient Babylon, Egypt, and China, to the 
legends of King Arthur, St. George, and Siegfried. 

Standard Edition
Item 1067015124
ISBN 978-1-57281-636-7
78 cards 
70 x 130 mm

Deviant Moon Tarot - Borderless Edition Borderless Edition
Item 1067015128
ISBN 978-1-57281-771-5
78 cards 
67x 131 mm

Stylized characters and moonlit dreamscapes draw you into the luminescent world of Deviant Moon Tarot. With 
larger images, this special Borderless Edition highlights Patrick Valenza’s stunning artwork and allows readers to 
connect more deeply with the evocative tarot imagery.

Dali Tarot Universal Gold Edition

The Tarot Universal Dalí was made at first as a series of gouaches, printed in a limited edition then. Based on both 
the Tarot tradition and on his intimate knowledge of the classical European arts, Salvador Dalí created this unique, 
playful and stunning Tarot collage. It has been printed since 1984. This box provides the oversized cards with gilded 
edges and an accompanying text book.        

Item 124070244
ISBN 4250375102441
78 cards 79 x 140 mm
(Spanish and English titles)
Book (German and English)

LA
EMPERATRIZ

THE
EMPRESS

EL
EMPERADOR

THE
EMPEROR

Crystal Vision Tarot

Item 1067015205
ISBN 978-1-57281-702-9
78 cards 
70 x 120 mm

Crystal Visions Tarot remains true to the classic Rider-Waite 78-card system in much of its symbolism, as well as in 
card and suit names. The luscious card imagery also illustrates the elemental aspects of each suit in order to aid the 
novice in forming associations with the cards.         
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TAROTBACKLIST

Goddess Tarot

Item 1067015815
ISBN 978-1-57281-066-2
78 cards 
89 x 120 mm

The Goddess Tarot uses goddess stories and imagery to update traditional tarot symbolism, addressing women’s 
contemporary needs. Described on Aeclectic Tarot as “possibly the most beautiful tarot deck ever to be created” 
Goddess Tarot is ornately illustrated with evocative details that bring tarot to life in new ways.

XIX

The Sun

Sunstone

King of Wands

Hematite

Gemstones and Crystals Tarot

Item 1067012468
ISBN 978-3-905017-94-6
78 cards 
70 x 110 mm

The power of gemstones, minerals, and crystals combine with the esoteric wisdom of tarot to create a unique and 
sparkling deck of full-color photographs. The deck has been redesigned with black borders that set off the luminous 
gems and highlight titles for easy identification. The 78-card deck comes with a 66-page instruction booklet. For each 
card a description of the gem’s symbolism is given along with the tarot interpretation and the shadow aspect.

Eight Coins Tattoo Tarot

Item 1067015265
ISBN 978-1-57281-919-1 
82 cards 
76 x 127 mm
188-page full color book
Eight Coins’ Tattoo Rose Spread

This vividly illustrated deck follows the artistic development of tattoo artist and designer Lana Zellner. The 82-card 
deck includes all of her original tarot art plus four new cards painted specially for this edition. The cards feature art 
forms and iconic imagery from both tattoo and tarot traditions, all hand drawn and painted using the watercolor 
painting style of “spitshading.” 

Dreaming Way Tarot

Item 1067015218
ISBN 978-1-57281-712-8
78 cards 
70 x 120 mm

In this exquisite deck, stylish characters breathe new life into the scenes and symbols of the Major and Minor Arcana. 
Dreaming Way Tarot explores numerological as well as elemental influences, and offers fresh interpretations of tarot. 
Popular Korean artist Kwon Shina expertly captured the exuberant spirit of Rome Choi’s dreamy vision.
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TAROTBACKLIST

Hermetic Tarot

Item 1067015117
ISBN 0-913866-92-4
78 cards 
70 x 117 mm

Godfrey Dowson’s subtle black and white designs emphasize the Golden Dawn’s astrological attributes with further 
sephirotic, angelic, geomantic, numerical, and kabbalistic elements. All 78 cards feature an exquisite level of detail 
that highlights the powerful symbolism.

Hanson Roberts Tarot

Item 1067015651
ISBN 0-88079-079-2
78 cards 
58 x 101 mm

While the symbolism faithfully follows the Rider-Waite deck that inspired her artwork, Mary Hanson-Roberts’ de-
tailed drawings stand on their own in conveying the meaning of the Major and Minor Arcana cards. The delightful 
images spark the imagination for insightful tarot readings.

Haindl Tarot

Item 1067015774
ISBN 978-0-88079-465-7
78 cards 
70 x 127 mm

Haindl draws upon his knowledge of ancient cultures and his experiences with Native American life to create a 
unique deck that is a colorful and penetrating study of nature and spirituality. The Haindl Tarot deck relates the 
spiritual traditions of many cultures to human experiences and to the sacred wonder of our Earth.

Golden Tarot

Item 1067015667
ISBN 1-57281-434-9
78 cards 
73 x 120 mm

Kat Black has created a sumptuous tarot deck using a sophisticated collage technique that brings new luster and 
meaning to the European masterpieces she has assembled for this special deck. Each painting been meticulously 
researched and chosen specifically for its divine evocations.
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TAROTBACKLIST

Lord of the Rings Tarot

Item 1067015762
ISBN 978-1-57281-017-4
78 cards 
70 x 120 mm

This Tarot unites two great traditions: the spiritual, mystical tradition of the Tarot, and the world of folklore and 
fairy tales that is most delightfully depicted in the works of J.R.R. Tolkien. The added factor of a card game sum-
mons you to travel through Middle-earth to reach Mount Doom and destroy the One Ring.

LeGrand Circus & Sideshow Tarot

Item 1067015258
ISBN 978-1-57281-731-9
78 cards 
87 x 113 mm

Filled with circus and sideshow lore, LeGrande Circus & Sideshow Tarot is set in the glitter and mud world of the 
mid-century truck show. The Major Arcana is colorfully illustrated in the bravura style of vintage circus  posters. 
Each tarot archetype is represented by a corresponding icon of the circus: the Emperor as the ringmaster, the 
 Hermit as a tramp clown, the Sun as the blazing figure of a tiger leaping through a ring of fire.

Joie de Vivre Tarot

Item 1067015200
ISBN 978-1-57281-662-6
78 cards 
70 x 120 mm

Popular tarot artist Paulina Cassidy has filled both the Minor and Major Arcana with charming new characters that 
bring their inspirational messages of joy to everyone. Those who take a journey through this wondrous realm will 
rediscover their own child-like spirit.

Influence of the Angels Tarot

Item 1067015271
ISBN 978-1-57281-854-5 
78 cards 
76 x 127 mm

Angels’ spiritual influence over human experience is beautifully portrayed in this gilt-edge deck through classic in-
spired artwork. The 184-page illustrated guidebook features in-depth descriptions, symbolism and angelic messages. 
In addition to the 78 tarot cards, two reference cards are included in this glorious set presented in a deluxe box with 
gold foil accents.
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TAROTBACKLIST

Moon Garden Tarot

Item 1067015695
ISBN 978-0-88079-705-4
78 cards 
70 x 120 mm

Tarot of a Moon Garden delivers its arcane secrets on the wings of dragonflies, butterflies, angels, and fairies. Uni-
corns and dolphins bring insightful messages from far-way lands. This luminous deck weaves together traditional 
tarot symbolism, elemental magic, and the reflective phases of the moon. 

Magarete Petersen Tarot

Item 124000629
ISBN 978-3-89875-629-7
78 cards 
95 x 140 mm

In her own ingenious way Margarete Petersen has created and lived the Tarot cards since 1979. The Berlin based artist 
succeeded in creating new archetypical motifs, although or perhaps because she has often broken with traditional  imagery. 
Various forms of contemporary art and spirituality as well as the traditional structure contributed to the  paintings.

Magnet Set’s
Some of the most beautiful cards had been selected to present this special collection of six Tarot Magnets (32 x 57 mm each).

Moon
Item 1067015303
ISBN 978-1-57281-747-0

Strength 
Item 1067015304
ISBN 978-1-57281-746-3     

Wheel of Fortune
Item 1067015305
ISBN 978-1-57281-745-6

Set includes: Hanson-Roberts, Deviant 
Moon, Faerie, Universal Waite®, Fenestra 
and Morgan-Greer Tarot

Set includes: Fantastical, Universal Waite®, Devi-
ant Moon, Connolly, Sun and Moon and Crystal 
Visions Tarot 

Set includes: Sun and Moon, Mor-
gan-Greer, Universal Waite®, Cat’s Eye, 
Fantastical and Deviant Moon Tarot 

Fool 
Item 1067015300
ISBN 978-1-57281-742-5

Lovers
Item 1067015301
ISBN 978-1-57281-743-2

Magician 
Item 1067015302
ISBN 978-1-57281-744-9

Set includes: Deviant Moon, Joie de Vivre, 
Connolly, Universal Waite®, Halloween and 
Morgan-Greer Tarot, 

Set includes: Dreaming Way, Connolly, 
Universal Waite®, Morgan-Greer, Crystal 
Visions and Old English Tarot 

Set includes: Crystal Visions, Aquarian, 
Universal Waite®, Feng Shui, Medieval Cat, 
and Old English Tarot
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TAROTBACKLIST

New Palladini Tarot

Item 1067015658
ISBN 978-0-88079-189-2
78 cards 
70 x 120 mm

New Palladini Tarot combines elements of medieval, Egyptian, Renaissance, and modern art in a bold, original 
style. The artwork is clear and vivid, with full-realized pictorial scenes for the Minor Arcana as well as the Majors. 
The color symbolism adds a depth to the readings, particularly the night sky backgrounds in the suit of Pentacles, 
which adds a meditative quality. 

New Era Elements Tarot

Item 1067015268
ISBN 978- 1-57281-921-4 
80 cards 
63 x 114 mm
116- page guidebook

Uniquely relevant and accessible, New Era Elements replaces the esoteric symbolism of traditional tarot with 
intriguing images of 21st century global life. Pieper’s four tarot suits are explicitly connected to the four elements 
(Fire, Water, Air and Earth), and the court cards represent four distinct world cultures. 

Motherpeace Tarot Standard
Item 1067015647
ISBN 978-0-88079-063-5
78 cards, Ø 114 mm

The creators of Motherpeace Tarot have departed from traditional (and often patriarchal) imagery of tarot, and 
have instead embraced the goddess spirit. The feminist emphasis is balanced with several male figures present in the 
deck. Motherpeace’s round cards and primitive artwork allow the reader to rely on intuition rather than standard 
“black and white” meanings.

Mini
Item 1067015779 (mini)
ISBN 978-0-88079-513-5
78 cards, Ø 76 mm

Morgan Greer Tarot

Item 1067015602
ISBN 978-0-913866-91-7
78 cards 
70 x 120 mm

Based on the structure of the Rider-Waite Tarot, this uniquely expressive deck features magical imagery presented in 
deep, saturated colors. The borderless 78-card deck allows the details of tarot scenery and symbolism to be viewed 
from a close, intimate perspective. Morgan-Greer Tarot draws the reader into its evocative artwork. When laid out in 
a spread, the full scenes on borderless cards create a beautiful picture.

Some of the most beautiful cards had been selected to present this special collection of six Tarot Magnets (32 x 57 mm each).
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TAROTBACKLIST

Oswald Wirth Tarot

Item 1067012304
ISBN 978-0-913866-52-8
78 cards 
70 x 133 mm

This historical tarot deck, created in the Marseilles style, is based upon the original designs by famous Swiss kabbalist 
and occultist Oswald Wirth. The 22 Major Arcana first appeared in 1889 in a hand-colored limit edition deck. The 
22 Major cards have French titles and the Hebrew letters attributed to each card by Eliphas Levi, and popularized by 
Oswald Wirth. This authorized full 78-card deck is printed with vivid colors on gold background. 

Omegaland Tarot

Item 1067015260
ISBN 978-1-57281-761-6
85 cards 
73 x 114 mm

Omegaland situates tarot in a dystopian world where resources are scarce and violence is rampant. Society has 
been brought to its knees but humanity and hope manage to shine through in this intense 78-card tarot deck. With 
fascinating back stories in the 52-page booklet, urban warriors give their unique perspectives on the Fool’s journey 
through the Omegaland landscape.

Old Path Tarot Deck: Item 1067012466
 ISBN 978-3-905021-40-0
 78 cards, 70 x 120 mm
 RRP: 16,80 Euro

Tarot of the Old Path was created by two leaders of the Wiccan craft, with some of the most articulate voices in the 
movement as contributing advisors. This unique deck serves as a modern approach to what is known as the magical 
Old Religion, the Craft, or the Old Path of female wisdom. The deck’s vibrant artwork and clear symbolism holds 
just as much appeal for non-wiccan tarot readers. 

Set: Item 1067030430
 ISBN 978-3-908647-18-5
 78 cards, 70 x 120 mm
 Book 152 pages
 

Deck also available  
(see page 50)

Old English Tarot

Item 1067015764
ISBN 978-1-57281-040-2
78 cards 
70 x 120 mm

World-renowned artist Maggie Kneen has taken her inspiration for Old English Tarot from the medieval English 
 manuscript Luttrell Psalter, written and illustrated in the 14th century by Sir Geoffrey Luttrell. The detailed images, 
ranging from peasant life to religious scenes, provide a visual reference for everyday life in medieval England. 
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TAROTBACKLIST

Phantasmagoric Theater Tarot

Item 1067015838
ISBN 978-1-57281-195-1
78 cards 
89 x 140 mm

Discover the quirky, colorful cast of characters who inhabit the 78 cards of the Phantasmagoric Theater Tarot as they journey 
toward spiritual fulfillment. Graham Cameron’s whimsical illustrations invite the reader to follow The Fool as he introduces 
the players in the performance of life. Pull back the curtain and view the tarot as you have never seen it before. 

Paulina Tarot

Item 1067015115
ISBN 978-1-57281-629-9
78 cards 
70 x 120 mm

Paulina Tarot follows closely the traditional structure of Rider-Waite Tarot. Yet artist Paulina Cassidy has  created 
delightful characters and eclectic symbolism, that is uniquely her own. Her broad range of influences include 
 Victorian costumes, Mardi Gras flair, holistic healing, and dream imagery. Magical creatures like dragons and flying 
horses make surprise appearances.

The Pamela Colman Smith 
Commemorative Set

Item 1067015201
ISBN 978-1-57281-639-8
78 cards 
70 x 120 mm
2 Books

Celebrating the 100th Anniversary of the Rider-Waite Deck, the Pamela Colman Smith Commemorative set will be 
cherished by all tarot collectors and art lovers.
The deluxe set includes the Smith-Waite Centennial Tarot Deck and two books; The Artwork and Times of  Pamela 
Colman Smith, by Stuart R. Kaplan, with over 100 examples of her non-tarot art, and The Pictorial Key to the Tarot 
by Arthur Edward Waite, in a new format. The Smith-Waite Centennial Edition Tarot Deck is  reproduced from the 
original 1909 deck and comes with a 78-card deck with drawstring organza bag.
The set also includes: 2 prints of Pamela Colman Smith, one photo and one self-portrait, both 127 x 178 mm suitable 
for framing; six color postcards of artwork by Pamela Colman Smith; and Spread Sheet Guide. 
Everything is attractively packaged in a deluxe keepsake case.
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TAROTBACKLIST

Scapini Medieval Tarot

Item 1067012348
ISBN 978-0-88079-031-4
78 cards 
70 x 130 mm

Italian artist Luigi Scapini’s lavish paintings recreate 15th century Italy in this gold-accented tarot deck. Interesting 
details, and sometimes-humorous references, are cleverly imbedded in the artwork, with many of the cards depicting 
historical figures, for example, Rasputin as the Knight of Cups. 

Russian Tarot of St. Petersburg

Item 1067015780
ISBN 978-0-88079-583-8
78 cards 
70 x 120 mm

Russian Tarot of St. Petersburg was painted by Yury Shakov, an artist renowned for his lacquer miniatures and 
flawless depictions of Russian folk and fairy tales. This stunning 78-card deck reflects not only his superb style and 
artistic expertise, but also his original interpretations of the tarot, presenting traditional tarot archetypes through 
the imagery of Russian history and culture. 

Quick & Easy Tarot

Item 1067015825
ISBN 978-1-57281-244-3
78 cards 
70 x 120 mm

The colorful, 78-card deck is based on the bestseller Universal Waite Tarot deck. Quick & Easy Tarot has both 
the divinatory meanings and reversed meanings printed right on the cards, so there is no need to consult a book. 
The illustrations are based on the iconic artwork of Pamela Colman Smith, which has been re-colored by Mary 
 Hanson-Roberts with soothing colors, and fresh, new details. 

Power Animal Tarot

Item 1067012903
ISBN 978-3-03819-314-2
78 cards 
70 x 120 mm

Power Animals connect your soul with the universe. Every animal has very special powers: encouraging powers, powers 
instilling patience, powers demanding vision. They symbolize gifts and talents residing in every human  being, too. The 
images and texts draw our attention to these powers, support the questioner, offer help and solutions. 
Card and instruction booklet language: English, French, Spanish, German.
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TAROTBACKLIST

Sun and Moon Tarot

Item 1067015125
ISBN 978-1-57281-659-6
78 cards 
70 x 120 mm

By playfully incorporating mythology and astrology, Vanessa Decort brings unique interpretations to traditional tar-
ot, presenting a deck that is both insightful and accessible. The Sun and Moon Tarot follows the traditional structure 
of Crowley Thoth Tarot. The Minor Arcana features Crowley’s key words at the top of the cards, with the card titles 
and numbering at the bottom. 

Starter Tarot

Item 1067015249
ISBN 0-88079-357-5
78 cards 
70 x 120 mm

The artwork is in the style of ancient woodcuts, based on traditional motifs. Like the Quick & Easy Tarot it has both 
the divinatory meanings and reversed meanings printed right on the cards, so there is no need to consult a book.

Spiral Tarot

Item 1067015816
ISBN 978-1-57281-097-6
78 cards 
70 x 105 mm

In Spiral Tarot, Kay Steventon conveys the spiral mysteries of the subconscious with the mythical imagery of her richly 
illustrated deck. It incorporates figures from diverse mythologies including Ancient Celtic, Roman, and Greek. In addi-
tion, the Major Arcana presents kabbalistic and astrological elements. The Minor Arcana cards no less than the Majors 
are presented as full pictorial scenes with added visual elements that help readers relate to the  meanings.

Smith Waite Tarot Tin

Item 1067015670
ISBN 978-1-57281-812-5
78 cards 
57 x 95 mm

The Smith-Waite Centennial Tarot Deck in a Tin is a faithful reproduction of the original deck created by Pamela 
 Colman Smith in 1909 under the direction of Arthur E. Waite.  This classic tarot deck features full pictorial scenes 
in the muted colors chosen by “Pixie” herself. The deck was first issued in 2009 as part of the Pamela Colman Smith 
 Commemorative Set (see page 27).
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TAROTBACKLIST

Visconti Sforza Tarot

Item 1067012317
ISBN 978-0-913866-06-1
80 cards 
92 x 174 mm

This new edition presents an 80-card deck with expanded guidebook in a deluxe, hinged box. The 60-page guide-
book, by Stuart R. Kaplan, features color illustrations of the tarocchi cards. The pack includes two bonus cards with 
portraits of Bianca Maria Visconti and Francesco Sforza. The 78-card deck is comprised of full-color facsimile repro-
ductions of 74 extant, original Visconti-Sforza tarocchi cards that have survived from the 15th century (Milan, Italy). 

Tarot of Dreams

Item 1067015250
ISBN 978-1-57281-757-9
83 cards 
79 x 127 mm

Ciro Marchetti reimagines tarot by presenting vivid dream images that map out a fascinating journey of  self-discovery. 
Tarot of Dreams explores the profound web of visual and emotional associations that occur at the intersection of div-
ination and dreams. It offers readers a powerful tool for personal insight and divination. The 78 traditional cards are 
supplemented with a special Tree of Life card plus four Palace cards that give further context to the Court cards.

Tarot de Maria Celia Tin

Item 1067015270
ISBN 978-1-57281-880-4 
80 cards 
58 x 94 mm
56-page instruction booklet

Popular tarot artist Lynyrd-Jym Narciso has focused his creative talents on modernizing Marseilles Tarot. Tarot de 
Maria Celia was inspired by several variants of the traditional Marseilles style yet brings its own uniquely charming 
features to this new deck. The card illustrations feature a fresh pastel color palette with “faux vintage” accents. In 
keeping with the European tradition, the card titles are presented in French. 

Symbolon - The Deck of Rememberance Standard
Item 1067012532
ISBN 978-3-905017-55-7
78 cards, 80 x 125 mm

This deck reaches the memories of the soul. Astrology, personal insights, and symbolism in daily life are revealed 
through the cards. Constantly changing combinations of cards disclose the whole range of human experience.
The Symbolon deck is a set of 78 images designed to help you remember forgotten aspects of yourself that are 
 influencing your life from within. 

Pocket
Item 106701520
ISBN 978-3-03819-402-6
78 cards, 59 x 91 mm
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TAROTBACKLIST

Zillich Tarot Tin

Item 1067015267
ISBN 978-1-57281-924-5
78 cards 
58 x 94 mm
60-page instruction booklet

German watercolor artist Christine Zillich has created an intriguing Thoth-style tarot deck. This contemporary 
pocket-sized deck is packed with powerful imagery.  Beneath the colorful surface are layers of meaning and arche-
typal symbolism through which Zillich Tarot visually explores mythological and astrological influences. The cards in 
this 78-card deck present Thoth keywords as well as kabbalistic signs. In the 60-page booklet Johan Von Kirschner 
explains the symbolism and meaning of each card. 

Wonderland Tarot Tin

Item 1067015263
ISBN 978-1-57281-879-8
78 cards 
58 x 94 mm

Join the mad tea party with the beloved characters of Lewis Carroll in The Wonderland Tarot, including The Mad 
Hatter (Fool), Alice (High Priestess), Humpty Dumpty (Sun), the White Rabbit (Judgement) and all the others. The 
delightful artwork by Morgana Abbey pays homage to the hand-drawn Victorian style of Sir John Tenniel, illustra-
tor of the first edition of Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland. In this whimsical tarot deck the Minor Arcana suits are 
flamingos for Swords, peppermills for Staves, hats for Cups and oysters for Coins. 

Witches Tarot

Item 1067012249
ISBN 0-913866-53-9
78 cards 
70 x 108 mm

With stunning artwork by Fergus Hall, these cards depict dreamlike fantasies with vibrant colors and bold imagery. 
Fergus Hall’s imaginative style takes its influence from the surrealist art movement. The deck follows the structure of tra-
ditional tarot, with minimalistic art in the Minor Arcana. This is a deck that invites you to explore the mysteries of tarot.

Vision Quest Tarot

Item 1067012591
ISBN 978-3-905219-44-9
78 cards 
70 x 120 mm

The Native American Wisdom.
Discover humanity’s connection with the cosmic forces of nature through Native American legends. The soothing 
imagery and spiritual symbols on the cards will bring you to a new understanding of our place in the cycle of life. 

also available  
(see page 47,50,52)
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LENORMANDBACKLIST

Gilded Reverie Lenormand Expanded

Item 1067015264
978-1-57281-893-4
47 cards 
70 x 105 mm

Gilded Reverie Lenormand showcases the digital talents of Ciro Marchetti with captivating imagery on 47 gilt-edge 
cards.This Expanded Edition deck features eight special supplemental cards, including four that have not been previ-
ously published.The extra cards are: Time, Bridges, Dice, Mask, Well, Compass, Labyrinth, and Magnifying Glass. For 
this deck Ciro also provides an extra Man, Lady, and Owl card to enhance Lenormand readings.The 80-page guidebook 
provides expert instruction by Lee Bursten, Donnaleigh de LaRose and others for reading with this 47-card deck.

Fairy Tale Lenormand
Item 1067015257
978-1-57281-797-5
38 cards 
57 x 89 mm

Fairy Tales have been teaching us timeless life lessons for centuries. Lisa Hunt’s enchanting artwork draws us into 
the magical world of peasants and princesses, dragons and daring deeds. By weaving imaginative myths into the 
Lenormand structure, Fairy Tale Lenormand helps readers connect with the cards in meaningful and memorable 
ways. The 38-card multicultural deck, presented in a treasure chest tin, includes extra Gentleman and Lady cards for 
personalized readings.

Dreaming Way Lenormand

Item 1067015246
ISBN 978-1-57281-758-6
36 cards 
64 x 89 mm

This charming 36-card Petit Lenormand deck offers fresh, new perspectives for this traditional system of fortune 
telling. Contemporary Korean artist Kwon Shina’s imaginative style of artwork provides the reader with clever visual 
cues that capture the mood, nuances, and inner meanings of the cards. 

Celtic Lenormand

Item 1067015256
978-1-57281-755-5
45 cards 
57 x 89 mm

This 45-card deck, with colorful artwork by Will Worthington, provides additional tree, animal and people cards 
for nuanced readings. In-depth descriptions for each card include keywords, divinatory meanings, suggestions for 
spell use, timing, spiritual messages, dark and light aspects, and affirmations. The illustrated guidebook also presents 
interpretations based on the phases of the moon and the Wheel of the Year. 
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LENORMANDBACKLIST

Mystical Lenormand

Item 1067012947
ISBN  978-3-03819-043-8
36 cards 
56 x 89 mm

This petit 36-card deck encourages readers to explore their own intuition and associations to interpret the cards, or 
refer to the accompanying booklet for guidance on each card meaning (more detailed card interpretation are given 
in the  Mystical Lenormand Book on page 53) . The vivid artwork was created by Swiss artist Urban Trösch using a 
time-honored technique of egg tempera on wood with a chalk base. 

Also available in
(see page 45, 49)

Mlle Lenormand Red Owl

Item 1067012988
ISBN 978-3-03819-446-0
36 cards 
56 x 87 mm

The traditional Blue Owl Lenormand cards with explaining verses.
Card interpretion has never been this easy!

Mlle Lenormand Blue Owl

Item 1067012979NEW
ISBN 978-3-03819-331-9
36 cards 
56 x 87 mm

The no.1 of the classical Lenormand editions. These beautiful cards are published by AGM-Muller and AGM-Urania 
since many decades, a perfect reprint of the original cards from the 19th century. Their title “Blue Owl” refers to the 
traditional back of the cards.

Mlle Lenormand CM

Item 106710976
36 cards 
56 x 87 mm

Lenormand Fortune Telling Cards from the publishing house Cartamundi (CM). The verses on the cards do not 
 replace an own interpretation - they make it just easier for beginners to recognize the significance of the cad. The 
 images are very soft and give a harmonious image. 
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LENORMANDBACKLIST

Under the Rose Lenormand

Item 1067015235
ISBN 978-1-57281-760-9
40 cards 
57 x 89 mm

Discover the buried secrets in Under the Roses, a charming 40-card Petit Lenormand deck. For each card an  iconic 
image is presented with delicate, sepia-toned illustrations. In addition to the 36 standard cards, this deck includes 
 alternate cards for the Child, the Gentleman, and the Lady.

Primal Lenormand

Item 124070200
EAN 42503751-0200-7
36 cards 
79 x 110 mm

Primal Lenormand is a facsimile of the original Game of Hope cards published in 1799. The deck was initially conceived as 
a parlor game to be played with dice. Fifty years later the cards were used for divination by Mlle Lenormand. The booklet 
includes instructions for both the game and the oracle, in  English, French and German.

Pixi’s Astounding Lenormand

Item 1067015262
ISBN 978-1-57281-805-7
36 cards 
57 x 89 mm

Lovingly created with artwork from the Smith-Waite® Tarot deck and “The Golden Vanity”, this charming 36-card 
petit Lenormand deck pays tribute to Pamela Colman Smith. The 132-page booklet includes keywords and expanded 
meanings for Love and Career issues. This unique Lenormand deck comes in an adorable tin.

Old Lenormand

Item 124050772
ISBN 978-3-86826-772-3
36 cards 
44 x 75 mm
96-page booklet
(German, French, English)

The atmosphere of the early  Lenormand-cards - an  invitation to a very special experience. 
36 historical cards in their  original format (44 x 75 mm), with pointy corners (typical for the time) in a lovely stur-
dy box. The accompanying booklet by  Alexander Glück draws a  fascinating line from the  primordial cards to todays 
 application of them. 
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ORACLEBACKLIST

Conscious Spirit Oracle

Item 1067015220
ISBN 978-1-57281-724-1
44 cards 
89 x 133 mm

This luminous 44-card deck is imbued with Kim Dreyer’s artistic vision and her passion for the natural and the 
supernatural elements we encounter on our soul paths. She has created Conscious Spirit Oracle Deck to help guide 
others to a deeper level of consciousness and a more harmonious life. 

Cards of Time - Find the right moment

Item 1067012811
ISBN 978-3-03819-477-4
33 cards 
70 x 120 mm
104-page booklet

The Cards of Time can  provide  assistance in the process, if we use them as a mirror of our  consciousness and our 
situation. Then they can show us the times and rhythms, that are relevant to our  current situation. The perfect 
companion cards for all kinds of readings. 

Art Through the Starstream Oracle

Item 1067015253
ISBN 978-1-57281-795-1
52 cards 
89 x 152 mm

In every culture there is a story that leads back to the realm of the stars. This stunning 52-card oracle deck helps 
you reconnect with your origins in the stars, the source of all creativity. Working with the Starstream Oracle can 
heighten your intuitive skills to discover positive solutions and outcomes.  

Art Through the Eyes of the Soul

Item 1067015227
ISBN 978-1-57281-722-7
52 cards 
89 x 152 mm

The deck is comprised of 52 over-sized, gilded cards with stunning original artwork. Meditating on a card image 
reveals deep insights and profound answers. The illustrated guidebook allows you to delve into the meaning of 
each card and connect with your higher self. 
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ORACLEBACKLIST

Mystical Kipper

Item 1067012940
ISBN  978-3-03819-410-1
36 cards 
56 x 89 mm

After the Mystical Lenormand, Regula Elizabeth Fiechter introduces us to her Mystical Kipper deck, another treasure 
for those interested in divination.  Due to the various person cards in the deck you will have the feeling that they speak 
directly to you giving you answers to your small and big questions of Life! 

Also available in
(see page 45)

I-Ching by Klaus Holitzka

Item 1067012497
ISBN  978-3-905017-13-7
64 cards 
70 x 120 mm

The 64 oracle cards have been designed in the traditional style of Chinese water color paintings. Executed by Klaus  Holitzka, 
the artistic mastery of the present cards conveys in a wonderful way the message of each I Ching hexagram. A detailed 
 instruction booklet by Marlies Holitzka allows the reader direct access to the treasures of the ancient Chinese wisdom. 

Gypsy Witch Fortune Telling Cards

Item 1067015203
ISBN 978-0-88079-041-3
55 cards 
64 x 89 mm

Gypsy Witch Fortune Telling Playing Cards deck provides an easy-to-learn method of divination. Each Gypsy Witch 
card is numbered and displays a pictorial illustration of the card’s symbolic meaning. Individual meanings of the cards 
are also written on the card faces. Standard cards are shown in miniature in the upper left corner.

Fin de Siècle Kipper

Item 1067015247
ISBN 978-1-57281-845-3
39 cards 
70 x 104 mm

Ciro Marchetti has situated the traditional German fortune telling deck at the turn of the 19th century in Victorian 
England. In this expanded gilt deck with three additional cards, rich images tell the stories of the workers as well 
as the wealthy during the Industrial Revolution. Using augmented reality, via the Aurasma application, Ciro has 
brought the Fin de Siècle cards to life in stunning, new ways. 

Also available in
(see page 45, 49)
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ORACLEBACKLIST

Power of the Runes

Item 1067015129
ISBN 978-1-57281-087-7
25 cards 
95 x 140 mm

The Power of the Runes deck consists of 25 cards, one for each of the runes. The images are based on Teutonic gods 
and myths shown in archetypal settings. Each pictorial scene captures the essence of the rune it represents. The cards 
also display the rune number and corresponding phonetic letter. 

Rather than relying on a single theme, this eclectic oracle deck introduces archetypal figures from many areas of life, 
including the theater and the carnival. Ciro Marchetti’s imaginative scenes encourage us to set aside pre-conceived 
ideas and open ourselves up to new ways of looking at our choices, decisions, and potential outcomes.

Oracle of Visions

Item 1067015229
ISBN 978-1-57281-756-2
52 cards 
95 x 140 mm

Oracle of the Goddess

Item 1067030960
ISBN 978-3-03819-026-8
33 cards 
95 x 140 mm
136-page book

The Oracle of the Goddess brings the ancient concept of the goddess as part of the female consciousness back to life.
The artful images and the sensitively written text show what kind of messages and wisdom the archetypes of the  goddess 
from different cultures still hold in stock for mankind today. 

Cards & Book set

Mystic Sister Oracle

Mystic Sisters Oracle Deck invites you to join the mystic sisterhood of goddesses and mythological archetypes. 
Call on them to reveal their powerful feminine wisdom through Emily Balivet’s resplendent artwork.
Created out of her inner spiritual journey, Balivet encourages oracle readers to develop their own personal relationships 
with the deck by responding to the vibrations of the individual card images.

Item 1067015279
ISBN  978-1-57281-788-3 
51 cards 
89 x 133 mm
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ORACLEBACKLIST

Vintage Wisdom Oracle

Item 1067015251
ISBN 978-1-57281-781-4
52 cards 
95 x 140 mm

Vintage Wisdom Oracle deck presents 52 lavishly illustrated oracle cards infused with the beauty and inspiration of 
goddesses, divas and muses from bygone eras. Rich in symbolic detail, these nostalgic montages have been artfully 
crafted from French vintage postcards and sepia family photographs, embellished with delicate flowers and lace. 

Spirit of the Animal Oracle

Item 1067015269
ISBN 978-1-57281-784-5
52 cards 
101 x 152 mm

This magnificent oracle by Jody Bergsma will guide you on a journey to get to know 51 different animal helpers and 
discover their powerful medicine. Set includes 51 Animal Spirit Cards, 1 Personal Choice Card, 116-page illustrated 
Guidebook, and Power Animals Spread Sheet.

Rune Vision Cards

Item 1067012936
ISBN 978-3-03819-323-4
25 cards 
90 x 140 mm

The runic alphabet was created two thousand years ago. It is steeped in magic and mysticism, encompassing this 
 ancient culture’s beliefs and traditions. The runic oracle was used to enlist the powerful influence of the Norse gods 
and goddesses that it represented. Now you can do the same using the book and cards contained in this pack.

Raven Cards Oracle

Item 1067012970
ISBN 978-3-03819-328-9
49 cards 
130 x 130 mm

With clear, but by no means superficial words and images the Raven Cards provide an ever-present fund of hints and 
insights which shed light on difficult situation, provide a key to solving a thorny problem or simply point the way 
forward. To be in contact with the Raven means to tap into your own resources of inner joy and equanimity. 

Also available in
(see page 50)
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INSPIRATIONALBACKLIST

Anne Anka’s Wise Cards

Item 1067012812
ISBN 978-3-03819-478-1
55 cards 
70 x 120 mm
76-page booklet

I feel most creative 
when I don’t do what is 

expected of me.

J J

JJ

Wise duck Anne Anka helps you getting through! A card a day keeps the stress and the strain away.  Get active, and 
trust in your  intention. Anne knows how to enjoy change as an  opportunity that gives us a boost. Stay  mindful, Anne 
says, time is on your side.

6 6

66 Put out a lighthouse 
so your life knows 
where to lead you.

3 3

3 3A life without 
a bit of bother 

is not a normal life.

Angel Power Wisdom Cards

Item 1067015272
ISBN 978-1-57281-952-8 
45 cards 
102 x 140 mm

Angel Power Wisdom Cards are designed to inspire you to believe in yourself and empower you to follow your 
dreams. When you tap the magic and miracles of the angels, anything is possible.  The 45-card deck and 40-page 
guidebook offer divine guidance, hope, comfort and angelic insights. Each card brings an uplifting message to help 
you focus your intentions and to guide you to find the answers you seek.

Angel Meditation Cards

Item 1067015680
ISBN 0-088079-779-7
64 cards 
44 x 89 mm

Whether you randomly select a card to solve or clarify a specific situation, or should you prefer to display one card 
each day as a source of daily inspiration and guidance, the Angel Meditation Cards will improve your well-being 
and serve as a basis for enriched happiness.

Angel Inspiration Deck

Item 1067015245
ISBN 978-1-57281-779-1
44 cards 
89 x 127 mm

The Angels are available to us through genuine, heartfelt pleas to assist us with life’s challenges. The Angel Inspiration 
Deck was created to bring you closer to the Angels so that you may receive their help, love and protection. This lumi-
nous 44-card deck includes 8 Archangel Cards, 8 Spiritual Strength Cards, 16 Action Cards, and 12 Traits.
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INSPIRATIONALBACKLIST

Healing Cards 

Item 1067030940
ISBN 978-3-03819-046-2
90 cards 
70 x 120 mm
170-page book

We cannot be happy unless we know ourselves. The Conspiracy Deck is a great tool for finding what has been deeply hidden, 
yet is still stopping us. If you choose, the cards will return your power back to where it belongs - to you!

Cards & Book set

Gentle Wisdom

Item 1067012700
ISBN 978-3-905219-97-5
60 cards 
70 x 110 mm

Visionary artist Sasha St John charms and inspires her audience with her sensitive watercolors. For the first time ever, 
60 of her watercolor images of fairies are gathered together in the new inspiration deck Gentle Wisdom of the Faerie 
Realms. This wonderfully luminescent deck comes boxed complete with a full color 72 page guide booklet.
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Fairy Tale Cards - matching game

Item 1067012800
ISBN 978-3-03819-403-3
2 x 32 cards 
65 x 65 mm
48-page booklet

This stunningly beautiful card game has been  illustrated by several well-known artists.  It consists of 32 x 2 cards whe-
reupon the match up pairs show no identical images but two different scenes from the  respective fairy tale.
A detailed introduction booklet illustrates all matching pairs as well as an  abbreviated version of each fairy tale. With 
selected fairy tales by the Brothers Grimm and Hans Christian Andersen.

Climbing your Personal Mountain

Item 1067012981
ISBN 978-3-03819-333-3
52 cards 
70 x 110 mm

At times in our lives we all can use an extra dose of inspiration to help us through a situation or phase of life that can 
be challenging and difficult. We may also need an idea or thought that clarifies our next step forward. Each of these 
52 cards has a beautiful photograph and accompanying verse for encouragement, support and guidance.
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Mudras for Body, Mind & Spirit

Item 1067030709
ISBN 978-3-03819-182-7
68 cards 
85 x 122 mm

Mudras – special finger and hand position exercises which transform our hands into real “powerhouses”.
The mudras display a correspondence with the more widely known yoga exercises and like them, they help to 
 strengthen the flow of life-energy within minutes; they have a fortifying effect on all levels and reduce stress.

Magical Times Cards

Item 1067015219
ISBN 978-1-57281-723-4
44 cards 
89 x 133 mm

This exquisite deck by popular artist Jody Bergsma presents 44 over-sized cards with inspirational images and affir-
mations. The deck is accompanied by an illustrated 28-page booklet, which provides gentle, yet powerful messages. 
Choose a single card for daily inspiration or use one of the multiple-card spreads to explore questions and visualize 
outcomes. 

Little Yogi 
Item 1067030707
ISBN 978-3-03819-432-3
2 x 24 cards 
65 x 65 mm
full-colour illustrated book, 128 pp

This set contains 24 pairs of cards, illustrated by Barbara Liera Schauer, the creator of the Little Yogi, as well as an 
 instruction book written by yoga teacher Gerti Nausch in which 24 basic yoga exercises are described in two  different 
ways: one for children and one for adults. The cards are perfect for imaginative games, exercises and yoga units for 
singles as well as families, school classes or children’s birthday parties.The book provides detailed  descriptions of 
games and exercises for children and adults.

Cards & Book set

Light Flow Cards

Item 1067012963
ISBN 978-3-03819-327-2
54 cards 
95 x 140 mm

It is a great tool to bring divine flow into your life. You can discover solutions to problems, find guidance for your 
next step on your spiritual path, or simply be inspired to make your life more joyful. Angels, masters and divine 
beings of light connect with you each time to reflect the exact quality of divine flow that can help you to find a new 
direction and open your mind for joy and peace.
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Shaman Wisdom Cards

Item 1067015839
ISBN 978-1-57281-123-2
65 cards 
70 x 120 mm

Readers may use the deck for daily insight, meditation, or to develop their own psychic medicine and power on their 
 journey through the physical and emotional worlds. The deck has 65 cards divided into trees, moons, stones, plants, ani-
mals and directions. The 65-page booklet offers multiple ways of working with the Shaman Wisdom cards.

Secret of Successful Wishing

Item 1067012978
ISBN 978-3-03819-329-6
70 cards 
70 x 110 mm

The world is full of magical places, powerful and energetic. When we get in touch with these places, we can greatly 
increase our wish craft. The author has visited 49 of these specials locations and taken photographs of them. Each and 
every one of them can become a mighty and positive resonance field for you, enabling you to fulfill all of your desires. 
Including 21 instruction cards.

Including a personal lucky charm 
“Make a Wish” stone

The Dolphin 
will gift you with 

rhythm and the 
breath of life

Power Animals Cards

Item 1067012810
ISBN 978-3-03819-476-7
49 cards 
95 x 138 mm
60-page booklet

These unique animal cards, illustrated with great empathy, have their own aura. Find your very own  personal animal 
helper - for a current issue, for the near future or for your whole life. Use the power and the messages they provide to 
build and extend your own potential.

The Peacock 
will give you 

poise and pride

Your Core Representation as Taurus is stable, 
practical and trustworthy. You are composed, 

grounded, strong-willed and can always be counted 
on. You prefer familiar patterns because change 

may be challenging for you. 
Your Essence is sensual, elegant and creative. You 

have a great appreciation for beauty, including art, 
good food and the finer things in life. 

Your Talents are organization, patience and 
accomplishing any project successfully. Through 

your steadfast perseverance you can attract a 
comfortable lifestyle, surrounding yourself with 

everything you love and cherish. 

The Bull
Feminine

TAURUS
SUN

Element: Earth
Planet: Venus
House: 2nd
Quality: Fixed

Patient
Practical
Structured
Trustworthy

Anatomy:
Neck

Sinuses
Thyroid

Consistent
Kind

Reliable
Determined

ZODIAC

SUN SIGN

TAURUS

APR 20 - MAY 20

Element: Earth
Planet: Saturn
House: 10th
Quality: Cardinal

Anatomy:
Bones

Skin
 Joints

Industrious
Modest
Patient
Disciplined

Dependable
Dignified
Idealistic

Humorous

Your Capricorn Ascendant Personality is orderly 
and responsible. You are determined, goal-oriented 
and not easily discouraged. Before moving forward 
on projects, you map out details and then take all 
necessary steps to achieve success. Your life feels 
meaningful when you attain accomplishments. 
Your Outward Demeanor is calm, patient and 

confident. Others can count on your dependability. 
You have a witty sense of humor. 

Your Purpose is to use your practical mind for 
creating solutions with positive outcomes. Your 
excellent ability to generate and organize plans 

may bring prosperous benefits. 

CAPRICORN
ASCENDANT

Th
e Sea GoatFeminine

ZODIAC

ASCENDANT 
SIGN

CAPRICORN

Positive Astrology Cards

Item 1067030777
ISBN 978-3-03819-459-0
73 cards 
85 x 122 mm

The Positive Astrology Cards unlock the ancient wisdom of the stars. 
For beginners or experienced astrologers, the detailed guidebook and gorgeous 73-card deck assists you in 
understanding your personality and knowing how to best utilize the qualities of the zodiac’s daily and monthly cycles 
for abundance and success. Learn to give readings with a positive approach to enrich the lives of yourself and others.
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Wisdom of Elves and Fairies

Item 1067012712
ISBN 978-3-905219-84-0
40 cards 
43 x 68 mm

Elves are known to embody the elemental powers working in plants, while fairies symbolize the cosmic powers related 
to air and ether. Combined they provide a perfect mirror for the mysterious powers of nature spirits. Includes booklet.

Spirit of the Wheel
Item 1067015859
ISBN 978-1-57281-545-2
40 cards 
85 x 120 mm
including a 430 x 500 mm
medicine wheel layout poster

The soothing paintings by popular wilderness artist, Jody Bergsma, merge images of myth and nature to help you 
discover the secrets of creation. Whether you choose a single card or perform one of several spreads described, Spirit 
of the Wheel guides you with gentle prayers and powerful prophecies along the spirit pathways toward self-discovery.
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